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It is proved that if the semigroup with the generator akl“xk“xl+bm“xm , where akl
and bm are smooth functions, sends log-concave functions to log-concave functions,
then A=(akl) is constant and b=(bm) is an affine mapping. © 2001 Academic Press
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INTRODUCTION
It is well known that the semigroups
kW T0tk, T
0
tk(x)=
1
(2pt)n/2
F
R
n
k(y) e−
1
2t (x−y)
2
dy
(the heat semigroup) and
kW T1tk, T
1
tk(x)=
1
(2p)n/2
F
R
n
k(e−
t
2x+`1−e−t y) e− 12 (y, y) dy,
(the Ornstein–Uhlenbeck semigroup) possess the following property: for
every log-concave function k: Rn Q R the functions T0tk and T
1
tk are log-
concave. Recall that a function f is called log-concave if it has the form
f=e−V, where V is a convex function. Such functions are important in
analysis and stochastics, e.g., in the theory of Gaussian measures (see [1],
[2], [3], [4], [7], [8], [9]). In particular, the property of semigroups to
preserve the log-concavity is useful for proving the correlation inequality
for Gaussian measures. The correlation inequality is the inequality
cn(A 5 B) \ cn(A) cn(B),
where cn is the standard Gaussian measure on Rn, A and B are convex sets,
symmetric about the origin. This inequality has been proved so far only for
some certain pairs of sets. For example, in [6] the above mentioned prop-
erty of the Ornstein–Uhlenbeck semigroup has been used in the case when
one of the sets is an ellipsoid. Other cases are mentioned in [2], [8], [9];
the proofs presented in the cited works employ the properties of diffusion
semigroups. In this relation, V. I. Bogachev posed the problem of charac-
terizing the diffusion semigroups which preserve the log-concavity. In a
more special situation, for the semigroup with the generator
1
2 (div(A(x)
−1 Nf)−OA(x)−1 x, NfP),
such a question has been recently asked also by G. Hargé in [6]. We shall
consider below the general case. We shall show that in a certain sense these
two main examples exhaust the semigroups with such a property. More
precisely, it will be shown that the above mentioned property only holds
for the semigroups generated by Gaussian diffusions (these are the diffu-
sions whose generators have constant matrices of the second order coeffi-
cients and affine drifts). Recall that the generators of T0t and T
1
t are,
accordingly, 12 D and
1
2 D−
1
2 (x, N).
The upper index i will denote the ith coordinate and the lower index i
will denote the derivative along x i: “i :=“xi . It will be assumed throughout
that s(x)=(s lk)(x) and b(x)=(bk)(x) are Lipschitz mappings from Rn
with values, accordingly, in the space of n×n matrices and Rn. Then the
solution of the following stochastic equation exists,
tt(x)=x+F
t
0
s(ts(x)) dWs+F
t
0
b(ts(x)) ds, (0.1)
where Wt is an n-dimensional Wiener process. The corresponding semi-
group is given by
Tt: kW Ek(tt(x)).
Let A=(akl)=12 ss
T. The generator of {Tt} is
akl“k“l+bm“m.
Let W be a domain in Rn. Recall that the Hölder space Ck+d(W) is the
space of functions on W with a bounded Hölder norm |u|k+d; W,
|u|k+d; W=|u|0; W+ C
k
j=1
max
|a|=j
|Dau|0; W+max
|a|=k
[Dau]d; W,
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where
|u|0; W=sup
W
|u|, Da=1 ““x12a1 · · ·1 ““xn2an, |a|=a1+·· ·+an
and
[u]d; W= sup
x, y ¥ W; x ] y
|u(x)−u(y)|
|x−y|d
.
The parabolic Hölder seminorm [u]d/2, d; W of a function u(t, x) is given
by
[u]d/2, d; W= sup
z1 ] z2 ; zi ¥ W
|u(z1)−u(z2)|
rd(z1, z2)
,
where zi=(xi, ti), r(z1, z2)=|x1−x2 |+|t1−t2 |1/2.
Let us denote BnR={x ¥ Rn, |x| [ R}.
Let us recall the following well-known theorem of Prékopa (see [11] or
[2], [4]).
Theorem 0.1 (Prékopa). For every log-concave function g(x, y) on
Rn×Rm, the integral > g(x, y) dy is a log-concave function of x.
1. CHARACTERIZATION OF DIFFUSION SEMIGROUPS WHICH
PRESERVE THE LOG-CONCAVITY
Lemma 1.1. Let A(x)=(a ij(x))i, j [ n be a nonnegative symmetric matrix
n×n for every x ¥ Rn. Suppose that xW (−A(x) h, h) is convex for every
vector h. Then A is constant.
Proof. Let us prove the claim by induction on dimension n. For n=1
the lemma follows from the obvious claim that a non constant, convex on
the whole line function cannot be everywhere negative. Let n=2. The
condition A \ 0 implies that a11(x1, x2) \ 0 and a22(x1, x2) \ 0. Taking the
standard unit vectors h=e1 and h=e2 we obtain that the functions
−a11(x1, x2) and −a22(x1, x2) are convex. Consequently, fixing the coor-
dinates x1 and x2, we find that a11 and a22 are constant. Taking h=e1+e2,
we obtain that the function −a12=−a21 is convex. But the condition
det A \ 0 implies that a12 is bounded. This means that a12 is constant. If
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n > 2, the claim is easily obtained from the proved one for n−1 if we note
that the matrix obtained by deleting the k-th line and k-th column and
fixing an arbitrary coordinate, satisfies the conditions of the lemma. L
Now we prove the main result of this work.
Theorem 1.2. Let akl, bm ¥ C2+d(BnR) for every R > 0, k, l, m and let the
semigroup {Tt}t \ 0 send all log-concave functions to log-concave functions.
Then A is constant and b is an affine mapping.
Proof. The function Ttf(x)=u(t, x) is a solution of the following
parabolic equation:
ut=aklukl+bmum
u(0, x)=f(x).
(1.2)
If f ¥ C4+d(BnR) for every R, then there exists the derivative Dau(t, x) for
every a with |a|=4. Moreover, all the derivatives Dau(t, x) are continuous
with respect to the parabolic Hölder seminorm (see [5], Chapter 3,
Theorem 5.12 ).
Let g: RQ R be a function, which is smooth, nonnegative, even, convex,
increases at the infinity faster than x2 and equals zero on [−1, 1]. Let us
consider the function
f=exp 3(h, x)− Cn
i=1
g(x i−x i0)4 ,
where x0 is a fixed point and h is a fixed vector. Obviously, f is log-
concave. For a log-concave function k ¥ C2(Rn, R), the following matrix
F(k) must be nonnegative:
(F(k)) ij :=(k)i (k)j−k(k)ij.
It is easy to see that F(f)(x0)=0. Let us take an arbitrary vector v and
evaluate
“
“t [uiuj−uuij] v
iv j | t=0, x=x0 .
The claim will be proved if we show that the last expression is negative for
some v.
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Taking the derivatives on both sides of the first equation in (1.2), we get
the following expressions:
uti=aklukli+a
kl
i ukl+b
mumi+b
m
i um,
utij=akluklij+a
kl
i uklj+a
kl
j ukli+a
kl
ij ukl
+bmumij+b
m
i umj+b
m
j umi+b
m
ijum,
“
“t [uiuj−uuij] v
iv j=[(aklukli+a
kl
i ukl+b
mumi+b
m
i um) uj
+(akluklj+a
kl
j ukl+b
mumj+b
m
j um) ui−(a
klukl+bmum) uij
−u(akluklij+a
kl
i uklj+a
kl
j ukli+a
kl
ij ukl
+bmumij+b
m
i umj+b
m
j umi+b
m
ijum)] v
iv j.
After permutation of the terms, we obtain
“
“t [uiuj−uuij] v
iv j=[akl(ukliuj+ukljui−uuklij−ukluij)
+akli (ukluj−uuklj)+a
kl
j (uklui−uukli)−a
kl
ij uukl
+bm(umiuj+umjui−umuij−uumij)
+bmi (umuj−uumj)+b
m
j (umui−uumi)−b
m
ijuum] v
iv j.
It is easy to see that
“
“t [uiuj−uuij] v
iv j|t=0, x=x0=(−a
kl
ij (x0) hkhl−b
m
ij (x0) hm) e
2(h, x0)v iv j.
If we assume that the last expression is nonnegative, then taking h=± eem,
where em is the standard mth unit vector, and choosing e small enough, we
obtain bmij (x0)=0. Since the point x0 is arbitrary, b is affine. Therefore, we
obtain that the following condition must be satisfied: v iv j(Ah, h)ij [ 0. This
means that (−Ah, h) is convex for every h. Finally, Lemma 1.1 implies that
A=(akl) is a constant matrix. L
Note that the matrix s(x) from equation (0.1) may be non-constant. For
example, s(x) may be unitary for every x.
On the other hand, any Gaussian semigroup sends log-concave functions
to log-concave ones. For the reader’s convenience, we include a short
proof.
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Proposition 1.3. Let A be constant and let b be an affine mapping.
Then the semigroup {Tt}t \ 0 preserves the log-concavity.
Proof. Since the distribution of the solution of (0.1) depends only on x,
b and A, we can assume without loss of generality that s is also constant.
Equation (0.1) takes the form
tt(x)=x+sWt+F
t
0
(b0+Lts(x)) ds,
where b0 is a vector and L is some linear mapping. It is easy to see that tt
is a Gaussian process. Taking the expectations on both sides, we obtain
Ett(x)=x+F
t
0
(b0+LEts(x)) ds. (1.3)
Let v(t) be the solution of the equation
v(t)=F t
0
(b0+Lv(s)) ds.
Since the difference Ett(x)−v(t) is a solution of the linear differential
equation with the initial point x, it depends linearly on x. On the other
hand, since the process nt=tt−Ett solves the stochastic equation
nt=sWt+> t0 L(ns) ds, it does not depend on x. So, we see that tt is a
Gaussian process whose mean has the form Ett(x)=v(t)+Mtx for some
linear mapping Mt: Rn W Rn depending only on t and whose covariance
matrix does not depend on x. This means that, for every t, we can choose a
linear subspace Et … Rn and a quadratic form Qt on Et such that in a
suitable coordinate system one has
Ef(tt(x))=F
Et
f(y) e−Qt (y−v(t)−Mt x) dy.
Obviously, for the log-concave function f(y), the above integrand is a log-
concave function of (x, y). Now our claim follows from the Prékopa
theorem. L
2. ADDITIONAL REMARKS ON THE
CORRELATION INEQUALITY
The following problems will be a subject of a separate paper of the
author.
(a) Correlation Inequality for Non-Gaussian Measures
We denote by À the following operation on functions:
(V ÀW)(x)= inf
a+b=x
(V(a)+W(b)).
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For every set A we consider the functions:
d(A)=30, x ¥ A
., x ¨ A
and IA=e−d(A). The n-dimensional Lebesgue measure, n-dimensional
standard Gaussian measure and the product of n copies of a measure m will
be denoted, accordingly, by mn, cn, and mn.
It has been shown in the recent work [12] that there exists a positive
constant c such that the correlation inequality holds for all symmetric
convex sets A, B … Bn
c`n and the standard Gaussian measure c
n on Rn (it
has been also proved in [12] that if the correlation inequality is true for the
sets from the ball of radius `n , then it is true in general). With the help of
the lemma below (cf. Proposition 5 in [12]) we shall show that the afore-
mentioned result is true for arbitrary convex symmetric measures.
Lemma 2.1. Let V and W be convex functions on Rk symmetric about the
origin such that e−V, e−W ¥ L1(Rk). Then, for every 0 < l < 1, the following
inequality holds:
F
R
k
e−V(x) dx F
R
k
e−W(x) dx [ F
R
k
e−l(V(x)+W(x)) dx F
R
k
e−(1−l)(V ÀW)(x) dx. (2.4)
Proof. We have
F
R
k
e−V(x) dx F
R
k
e−W(y) dy=F
R
2k
e−V(x)e−W(y) dx dy
=F
R
2k
e−V (
x+y
`2 )e−W (
−x+y
`2 ) dx dy
=F
R
2k
e−l (V(
x+y
`2 )+W (
−x+y
`2 ))e−(1−l)(V (
x+y
`2 )+W (
−x+y
`2 )) dx dy
[ F
R
k
1F
R
k
e−l(V (
x+y
`2 )+W (
−x+y
`2 )) dx2 e−(1−l)(V ÀW)(`2 y) dy.
By the Prékopa theorem the function
f(y)=F
R
k
e−l(V (
x+y
`2)+W (
−x+y
`2 )) dx
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is log-concave. Obviously f(y)=f(−y). Hence we have f(y) [ f(0) and
F
R
k
e−V(x) dx F
R
k
e−W(y) dy [ F
R
k
e−l(V (
x
`2)+W (
x
`2)) dx F
R
k
e−(1−l)(V ÀW)(`2 y) dy.
Changing the variables ( x
`2
,`2 y)Q (x, y), we obtain (2.4). L
Corollary 2.2. Let V and W be the same as in the previous lemma, and
let A, B … Rk be symmetric convex sets, 0 < l < 1. Then
F
A
e−V(x) dx F
B
e−W(x) dx [ F
A 5 B
e−l(V(x)+W(x)) dx F
A+B
e−(1−l)(V ÀW)(x) dx. (2.5)
Proof. It is enough to apply the inequality (2.4) to the functions IAe−V(x)
and IBe−W(x) and to note that (dA+V) À (dB+W) \ d(A+B)+(VÀW).
L
Corollary 2.3. Let A, B … Rk be symmetric convex sets and let m be a
measure on Rk given by a density 1m1 e
−V(x) with respect to Lebesgue measure
mk, where V is a convex symmetric nonnegative function, and m1=
>R k e−V(x) dx. Then
m(A) m(B) [ 2km(A 5 B) m 1A+B
2
2 .
Proof. Apply (2.5) to W=V, l=12 and note that (V À V)(x)=2V(x2).
L
Further, following the ideas of [12] (see Corollaries 6, 7, 11, and
Proposition 8), one readily obtains the following result.
Proposition 2.4. Let m, A, B be the same as in Corollary 2.3.
Let rn be chosen such that mnk(B
nk
2rn )=(m1)
n. Then
mn(A 5 B) \ mn(A) mn(B),
provided that A, B … Bnkrn … R
nk. Note that rn ’ ((m1)1/k `k/2`2pe)`n .
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(b) Pitt’s Inequality
L. D. Pitt [10] proved that, for any smooth symmetric log-concave
functions f: R2 Q R , g: R2 Q R and any non-increasing function k: RQ R,
the following inequaliy holds:
F
R
2
(Nf, Ng) k(r) dx \ 0. (2.6)
It is known that the analogous inequality for Rn would imply the correla-
tion inequality for the standard Gaussian measure cn, which can be
obtained from the
F
R
n
f(x) dcn(x) F
R
n
g(x) dcn(x)−F
R
n
f(x) g(x) dcn(x)
=F.
0
d
dt
F
R
n
Ttf(x) g(x) dcn(x) dt
=−F.
0
F
R
n
(NTtf(x), Ng(x)) dcn(x) dt
and the property of the Ornstein–Uhlenbeck semigroup to preserve the
log-concavity.
L. D. Pitt used a geometrical approach which seems to be non applicable
in the spaces of a dimension more than two. G. Hargé [6] gave an example
showing that the measure k(r) dx cannot be replaced by an arbitrary
symmetric convex measure m even in the case when m is Gaussian. Below
we shall give a very short proof that in the case of Lebesgue measure (i.e.,
k=1), Pitt’s inequality is valid for any Rn.
Proposition 2.5. Let f=e−V, g=e−W be smooth symmetric log-
concave functions on Rn such that V and W grow at infinity faster than a |x|
for some a > 0. Then
F
R
n
(Nf, Ng) dx \ 0. (2.7)
Proof. Let us consider the following function on Rn:
e−F(y)=e−F(y1, ..., yn)=F
R
n
f(x1+y1, ..., xn+yn)= g(x1, ..., xn) dx1 · · · dxn.
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By the Prékopa theorem the functionF(y) is convex. SinceF(y)=F(−y)we
have NF(y)|y=0=0 and De−F(y)|y=0=((NF(y), NF(y))−DF(y)) e−F(y)|y=0
[ 0. One obtains Pitt’s inequality by integrating by parts and taking y=0:
De−F(y)=F
R
n
Dyf(x+y) g(x) dx
=F
R
n
Dxf(x+y) g(x) dx=−F
R
n
(Nxf(x+y), Nxg(x)) dx.
It is clear from the proof that (2.7) remains valid under more general
assumptions on V andW. L
Note that for proving Pitt’s inequality it is enough to show Pitt’s
inequality for Lebesgue measure on the ball:
F
Bnr
(Nf, Ng) dx \ 0.
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